ALLAMERICAN REDHOT p,3,1:56.2f (BT1:53.1f)  
($73,796)  
(Bred to MAJOR BOMBAY p,3,1:50.1; last bred ?)  
BAY MARE; Foaled 2006; Brand 3D858  

By LIFE SIGN p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:50.3 ($1,912,454) by Abercrombie p,4,1:53. Sire of 748 in 1:55; 328 $100,000 winners and 143 $200,000 winners. Sire of the dams of more than 1,360 North American starters with earnings of over $84 million.

1st Dam  
REDHOT PEPPERPOT p,3,1:56.2; BT1:55.3 ($28,101) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. Dam of 7 foals, 1 exported, 5 winners; 3 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:  
WESTERN REDHOT p,2,1:53.4f; BT1:51.2 (Western Ideal) ($184,564). 17 wins. At 2, winner leg PA Stallion Series; third in American-National S.  
PURE SMOKE p,2,1:55.2; 4,1:54.3h; BT1:52.2 (The Panderosa) ($30,629). 18 wins. At 2, third in Review S.  
ALLAMERICAN REDHOT p,3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.1f (m, Life Sign) ($73,796). 10 wins.  
JALAPENO p,3,1:58f; 4,1:56.2h; BT1:53.1f (Real Desire) ($39,653). 6 wins at 3 and 4.  

2nd Dam  
FOX VALLEY REDHOT p,2,1:54.2 ($257,038) by Armbro Wolf p,3,1:54.1. 10 wins 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Final Orange & Blue Filly S., elim. and Final Violet S., IL State Fair Colt S., heat IL Fair S.; second in elim. Orange & Blue Filly S. At 3, winner elim. Grandma Ann S.; second in Final Grandma Ann S. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 10 in 2:00, including:  
Producers: SHE'S RED HOT p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3 ($116,375) (dam of HOT N SPORTY p,2,1:50.2-$519,769, HE'S SO HOT p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:50.2-$257,890), etc.  

3rd Dam  
RAVENNA ALMAHURST by Meadow Skipper p,3,1:55.1. then to Reverie Shadow p,2,2:03.1 by Shadow Wave  

STATEMENT  
Dam of 3 of racing age including a 2021 two-year-old, all raced.  
TYIAYA p,2,2:01.2f; 3,1:55.2f (Fancy Schmansy) ($36,233). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg MN-Bred S. at Running Aces; third in 2 MN-Bred S. at Running Aces. At 3, second in MN-Bred S. at Running Aces.  
If Great Value BT2,1:59.3f (m, Fancy Schmansy) ($10,927). At 2, in 2020, second and third in MN-Bred 2YO legs at Running Aces; race timed 1:58.3f (twice).  
Bred to Woodrow Wilson winner MAJOR BOMBAY p,3,1:50.1 ($575,131); carrying an ICF foal.  
From Illinois' most famous pacing family, Fox Valley Redhot, in the IHHA Hall of Fame, her granddam.